BEFORE FILLING THE RESERVOIR

1. Slide the piston backwards and forwards inside the reservoir body twice to distribute the lubricant along the cylinder wall.

WARNING: never remove the rubber piston from the cylinder!

FILLING THE RESERVOIR

2. The reservoir must be held at the upper end of the cylinder and not along the walls.

During filling, avoid exerting any pressure on the reservoir walls because this could cause liquid to leak past the piston rings.
3. The liquid **must be** withdrawn slowly.
4. The stem **must be** extracted axially with respect to the reservoir.

5. **Do not fill** the reservoir beyond the maximum volume allowed of 50 ml.

**WARNING**

**CONNECTING THE RESERVOIR TO THE PUMP**

When making the connection, avoid exerting any pressure on the reservoir walls, because this could cause liquid to leak past the two piston rings. Some small leakage past the first ring might occur but this does not compromise the correct operation of the reservoir or the delivery of the liquid drug.